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ticeable when projects are managed using an agile methodology. The application of agile meth-
odologies in creative sectors is a relatively new idea, although it seems to be in harmony with the 
nature of artistic work. For instance, it implies the acceptance of unpredictability and flexibility 
while also recognizing the ability and individuality of project participants. There are also specific 
problems related to the personalities of the artists and the irregularities and discontinuities inher-
ent in the process of creation. The first part of the article raises the topic of creativity in symbolic 
interactionism. This perspective is subsequently extended to teamwork in creative sectors employ-
ing the description of collective work in Howard Becker’s book entitled Art Worlds as an example. 
The authors reflect on other contemporary works explaining the cultural shift transpiring during 
the move from the analog age to the current digital age and its influence on the process of creation 
in the world of artists. This leads to a discussion of distributed agility, a concept stemming from 
agile management. The various agile methods are mentioned and shortly characterized; we also 
present a succinct depiction of historical perspective. The literature on the use of agile methods 
in creative sectors is referred to along with some of the challenges they face. The need to develop 
an agile management methodology specifically for creative industries is emphasized. This article 
utilizes the literature on symbolic interactionism to explain group dynamics by drawing analogies 
with agile management.
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Faulkner and Becker show that musicians collec-

tively negotiate and improvise their way to a suc-

cessful performance. Players must explore each 

other’s areas of expertise, develop an ability to 

fake their way through unfamiliar territory, and 

respond to the unpredictable demands of their au-

dience—whether an unexpected gang of polka fa-

natics or a tipsy father of the bride with an obscure 

favorite song. [Do You Know..? The Jazz Repertoire in 

Action, 2009, back cover review]

Creativity in Sociological Sciences

In sociological theory, one was not always per-
ceived as a creative1 individual. The attribute of 
creativity was assigned to outstanding people, 

1 Creativity in general understanding is connected with the 
ability to go beyond established patterns. Krzysztof Konec-
ki (2019) enumerates the circumstances that must occur for 
something to be deemed to be creative, such as collective 
acceptance, appreciation by a specific audience, historical 
adequacy, et cetera. Arthur Cropley (2011:511) states, “[t]he 
modern definition of creativity has broadened from a focus 
on esthetics towards practical products in science, technol-
ogy, or business, and away from the creation of beauty to-
wards overcoming competition.” Although esthetics form 
the core focus in these considerations, other aspects will 
be presented because collective work in creative industries 
is predicated on various specialists cooperating with one 
another.

as is the case with Weber’s charismatic leaders 
and Znaniecki’s “abnormal perverts.” Rather, as 
Gabriel Tarde observed, social continuity was 
maintained thanks to the ability to imitate, some-
times interrupted by creative personalities. Over 
time creativity began to be treated as an attribute 
of human beings. Georg Simmel wrote about the 
growing tension between subjective and objective 
culture, in other words, the spontaneous work of 
individuals and the established heritage that lim-
its them. 

Creative activity can be seen at different levels of 
human activity. Symbolic interactionists took note 
of them in the basic interactions between individ-
uals. Even though he distinguishes the subjective 
and objective elements of the self in personality, 
George Herbert Mead writes about the social cre-
ativity initiated by the former. However, creative 
energy is sublimated and limited by the latter, an 
“organized collection of other people’s attitudes.” 
According to Blumer, symbolic interactionism 
shows that society is a collection of individuals in 
an endless creative process2 (which does not mean 

2 In contrast to Kuhn’s interactionist Iowa School, which 
limited the creative abilities of individuals because of the 
existence of a core self and a social structure, for instance.
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that there are no institutional limitations). The 
course of symbolic interaction is to some extent 
unpredictable because it is based on individuals’ 
freedom of interpretation. Various “connected 
actions,” such as a parliamentary discussion or 
a commercial transaction, follow certain models, 
but each case has to be recreated to some extent. 
In groups, new problematic situations that do not 
comply with the existing rules of conduct always 
emerge; the interpretations and actions of indi-
viduals exert an impact on changes in the course 
of connected actions and in society itself.

Ed Petkus (1996) analyzes the motivations for cre-
ative behavior, especially for the creative fulfill-
ment of social roles. He bases his considerations 
on symbolic interactionism and refers to the con-
cept of role-identity developed by McCall and 
Simmons, as well as to the concept of the look-
ing-glass self. According to the latter, individu-
als want to be perceived as not only belonging 
to their role, but also as being creative in its per-
formance. The authors mention other researchers 
who combine symbolic interactionism with cre-
ativity: Hormuth (1983) combined the originality 
of answers (in interaction) with self-focused at-
tention, while Chapman and Carrigan (1993) as-
sociated originality with the size of the group in 
which a given task was performed (an inversely 
proportional relationship). 

Reflection is given to creativity in research meth-
odology. According to Krzysztof Konecki (2019:7), 
qualitative research, in particular, is considered 
to be creative due to the lack of strict rules and 
methodological freedom, which allows for cre-
ative design and research activities. Practitioners 
of grounded theory methodology (symbolic inter-
actionism is often the meta-theory in this case) of-

ten write about theoretical sensitivity that enables 
researchers to yield a glimpse of new regularities 
and phenomena in the data. Theoretical sensitivi-
ty is a characteristic that develops as research ex-
perience is gained. There are many techniques to 
enhance research creativity, for example, contem-
plative practices (Konecki 2018) and other practic-
es cited by Marek Gorzko (2016) in the literature 
on the subject (2016): the dual nature of thinking—
rational and free, removing blockages and the at-
titude of “patience,” and theoretical comparison 
techniques. However, these examples pertain to 
individual practices. Many textbooks on ground-
ed theory methodology advise using teamwork 
as a means to cultivating creativity because it en-
tails a clash of perspectives and triangulation of 
researchers.

Some symbolic interactionists participated in 
a genuinely creative process, which is particu-
larly important for these deliberations. In this 
context the analyses conducted by Howard Beck-
er and Robert R. Faulkner (both sociologists and 
jazz musicians) deserve mention.3 Faulkner delib-
erates on the essence of the complex interactive 
sequence of a jazz concert, whether on stage or in 
a studio. On the one hand, it involves the inter-
pretation and improvisation of free creative indi-
viduals; on the other hand, it calls for constantly 
thinking about who the partners are and skill-
ful and harmonious reactions to given impulses 
while also adhering to the pertinent conventions 
and rules.

3 George Herbert Mead (1926), father of symbolic interac-
tionism, put the aesthetic experience in the context of his 
conception in “The Nature of Aesthetic Experience.” Philipp 
Vannini and Dennis Waskul (2006) provide a detailed analy-
sis of interaction mediated (and not only) with music, in the 
article “Symbolic Interaction as Music: The Esthetic Consti-
tution of Meaning, Self, and Society.”
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The level and intensity of interplay between the 

routinized and the innovative vary…within bands, 

and across bands. Improvising together is collec-

tive action, concerted work that couples these ele-

ments, both within players as they solo with other 

musicians, and between players as they immedi-

ately respond to one another on the bandstand...

or wherever they perform. The musical activity is 

simultaneously deliberate and spontaneous, imita-

tive and experimental, routinized and innovative. 

[Becker et al. 2006:92]

Howard S. Becker used a jazz metaphor to ana-
lyze the interactions of individual creativity and 
the social limitations imposed on it (Katz 1994). 
In his book, Art Worlds, he addresses the prob-
lem of artistic criticism and the development of 
aesthetic theories, which can impede artistic cre-
ativity. He observes that influences usually run 
in the opposite direction.

R. Keith Sawyer (2003:96), in his book Group 
Creativity: Music, Theater, Collaboration, when re-
ferring to Dewey’s pragmatism and symbolic 
interactionism, analyzes how group creativity 
is born during improvisation. He refers to jazz 
concerts and improvisation theater. Creativity in 
these groups is characterized by processability, 
unpredictability, intersubjectivity, complex com-
munication, and emergence (the performance of 
the group is more creative and valuable than the 
sum of its members’ individual contributions). 
He also stresses the importance of group interac-
tion, acceptance, and development of each artist’s 
contribution. In order to understand this inter-
action, interactional synchrony, flow, chemistry, 
and group dynamics are needed. Sawyer also at-
tempts to ascertain the degree of improvisation in 
a group and enumerates 11 dimensions to make 

that assessment. He stresses that group creativity 
cannot be explained by employing a traditional 
structural model because it is an unpredictable, 
collective, and emergent phenomenon. 

Creative Sectors

In his Art Worlds, Becker (1984) describes the 
functioning of collectives in which some cultur-
al artifacts are created. Artistic circles constitute 
a distinct sub-world. Using the example of a film, 
Becker shows the specificity of the division of 
labor among artists, which is often undefined 
and based on performing double and triple roles. 
Considering that artistic work needs to be pro-
moted, another group of specialists, namely, dis-
tributors are involved. They differ from artists in 
terms of their attitude towards the work and the 
organization of work. They are charged with the 
task of striving to bring order to a chaotic cre-
ative process.4 Sponsors, representatives of state 
institutions, and art critics may also play a part 
as additional actors.5 This description shows the 
limitations imposed on creators. At the same 

4 Izabela Ślęzak (2009) describes in her monograph another 
field of creative activity, namely, poetry. Beginning from the 
symbolic interactionism framework she traces the long pro-
cess of acquiring a new identity—becoming a poet. The last 
two stages of the process—“intensive career-building” and 
“mature career”— consist precisely in relations with poetry 
circles and the diverse social world of poetry.
5 This situation also resembles the interactionist concept of 
“negotiated order.” Anselm Strauss illustrates this concept 
using the example of a psychiatric hospital, where many 
different actors are engaged (physicians, residents, interns, 
nurses, social workers, nutritionists, clerical personnel), for 
the common general aim of achieving a patient’s well-being. 
All these members have different training and professional 
socialization, various experiences, and different personal 
backgrounds, leading to multiple theories regarding how 
the general tasks will be completed and how labor will be 
divided (Strauss 1963). When applying agile management in 
a work team, the situation becomes more dynamic and the 
roles become more fluid.
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time, it demonstrates that this system of work as 
described is needed to produce and disseminate 
their products. 

The question arises whether the remarks made 
in Art Worlds are still applicable. After all, that 
book was first published in 1982 and reflects the 
circumstances on the American market at that 
time. Over time, the pace of change has dramat-
ically increased, requiring the rapid delivery of 
products, addressing and adjusting to contem-
porary needs, responding to the actions taken 
by competitors and customers who are constant-
ly searching for something new. The ensuing 
changes pose a significant challenge in creative 
project management.

Moreover, Becker’s book refers to the analog world 
of art present in the 20th century. Music and, more 
generally, art have undergone a major transforma-
tion in the digital age. In their analysis of new mu-
sic industries, Hughes, Evans, Morrow, and Keith 
(2016) developed the concept of “distributed agili-
ty” (this term is derived from agile management). 
They point out that in the current digital age, art-
ists, managers, and all of their collaborators en-
gaged in the process of creation have become more 
alert and “reactive” to the choices made by their 
audiences. The previous networks and mechanics 
of artistic recognition have changed. Guy Mor-
row (2018:47) expounded on their idea as follows, 
“artist managers have to be agile in order to react 
quickly enough to help artists seize opportunities 
in the digital age and help them manage the risks 
that have been externalized to them...Instead of 
investing time and money in what they ‘assume’ 
will receive attention from the audiences, artist 
co-managers, particularly those working across 
different international territories, need to deploy 

distributed agile methods.” He also suggests that 
new research areas should include the idea genera-
tion processes transpiring in distributed agile and 
self-organizing teams. Dezutter’s (2011) concept of 
distributed creativity may also prove to be useful 
in this context.

These processes are inherent in the attention econ-
omy (Simon 1971). The trend towards digitalizing 
cultural content has deprived some artistic works 
of the audience’s attention. At the same time, it has 
significantly augmented the body of other artistic 
content. Recipients are inundated with an over-
abundance of content to consume, meaning that 
their attention becomes an important albeit scarce 
resource. 

Recognizing the pithy role played by the creative 
industries in economic development, at the nation-
al and European levels alike, is vitally important. 
Andreas Reckwitz (2012:166) writes that the cre-
ative industries were originally complementary 
to other industries. Design, advertizing, and fash-
ion merely added value to functional objects; over 
time, these industries have been revalued and 
transformed into “leading cultural formats.” The 
concept of creative industries/sectors itself dates 
back to the 1990s. However, as Rafał Wiśniewski 
and Tomasz Kukołowicz (2017:103) point out, “cre-
ative industries are characterized by a relatively 
high economic potential. They include not only 
creative areas of high artistic value, but also pop-
ular culture as a whole.” 

As defined by the EU (INTERREG IVC Report6—
Creative Industries), Cultural and Creative Sec-

6 The INTERREG IVC program was implemented within the 
framework of the European Territorial Cooperation objective, 
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tors (CCIs) include Architecture, Archives and 
Libraries, Artistic Arts, Audiovisual (Film, TV, 
Video Games, Multimedia), Cultural Heritage, 
Design (including Fashion), Festivals, Music, Per-
forming and Visual Arts, Journalism and Radio. 
The report also defines the characteristics of enti-
ties working in the cultural and creative sectors: 
a small number of employees (usually fewer than 
10), highly qualified people who frequently work 
as freelancers on temporary project-related con-
tracts. The development of CCIs fosters the cre-
ation of networks in narrow specializations and 
clusters or other forms of cooperation.

To conclude, special management techniques should 
be applied in artistic and creative projects. This may 
also entail the development of novel methods spe-
cifically designed for activity in this area.

Agile Methodologies in Project 
Management

In 2004 Jim Highsmith wrote about a quiet rev-
olution in the market to which managers and 
engineers have to adapt. He notes that other in-
dustries, such as the IT, pharmaceutical, and car 
manufacturing industry exert constant pressure 
for innovation accompanied by falling research 
and development (R&D) costs. The original meth-
od of manufacturing products based on meticu-
lous upfront planning and a linear cascade struc-
ture proved to be inefficient. Former practices 
did not fit in contemporary “fleeting environ-
ments” in which products are and were produced 
(Highsmith 2004:25). It was therefore necessary 
to shift to adaptive manufacturing. The author 

supported in accordance with the policy assumptions of EU 
Structural Funds.

emphasizes that if production changes, project 
management must also change. It must focus on 
speed, mobility, and experimentation.

His book serves as a manual for agile project 
management. Three years earlier, a group of 
17 software engineers had formulated the mem-
orable Manifesto for Agile Software Development 
(Beck et al. 2001) concisely depicting vital as-
sumptions and values for the new types of teams 
to function:

• people and interactions rather than processes 
and tools

• operating software rather than extensive doc-
umentation

• cooperation with the customer rather than 
formal arrangements

• responding to changes rather than following 
the plan

Change management is inevitable in the manufac-
turing process, which also entails innovation; so is 
the analysis of deviations from the plan. The abil-
ity to adapt to changing conditions in the design 
is a success. No wonder initial plans are rather hy-
potheses than predictions (Highsmith 2004). Craig 
Larman (2004), while recognizing the legitimacy 
of abandoning precision planning, notes that both 
customers and users at the beginning of a project 
are not sure what they want, and have problems 
with the formulation of requirements; many de-
tails are revealed only during the project imple-
mentation, implementation details are impossible 
to guess at the beginning. The customer’s way of 
thinking evolves during the product development 
process; one should not forget about external forces 
(e.g., competition) leading to a change in require-
ments.
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The table above shows some of the best-known types 
of agile methodology. Most of them were designed 
before Jim Highsmith’s work in 2004 or originate 
from older concepts signaled in the 1990s. Other con-
cepts not included in the table also exist, such as the 
Systems Development Life Cycle (SLDC), which some 
consider being inflexible and too time-consuming for 
the present day; now some attempts are being made 
to adjust it to current needs (Harris 2019).

There are also important techniques used in contem-
porary agile methodologies. The Digital Feedback 
Loop proposed by Microsoft is based on five con-

nected pillars: Engage Customers, Empower Employ-
ees, Optimize Operations, Transform Products, Data 
& Intelligence (Thibeault 2018). We should also men-
tion Cognitive, Intelligent Connected Product (Cyran 
and Dybka 2019:243) extended across the product 
lifecycle and supported by enabling technologies 
such as Artificial Intelligence. Practitioners also em-
phasize the role played by the User Experience (UX) 
technique, especially with the participation of the 
end-users of a given product. UX is a more complex 
practice of engaging customers in the process, often 
with the use of mobile devices. Agile teams often ne-
glect the UX stage even though making this invest-

Table 1. Comparing Agile Methodologies.

AGILE MET HODOLOGY EMPHASIS FOUNDER(S)

Extreme Programing (XP)
Efficiency, customer focus and 

feedback, and quality
Kent Beck

Scrum Teaming, organizing work Jeff Sutherland and Ken Schwaber

Feature-Driven Development Iterative development of user 
focused features

Jeff De Luca

Dynamic Systems Development 
Method (DSDM)

Structured approach to rapid 
development, collection of best 

practices
DSDM Consortium

Lean Software Development
Eliminate work that doesn’t create 

customer value
Mary and Tom Poppendieck

Kanban Method
Visualize and manage workflow, 

just-in-time development
David J. Anderson

Crystal Family
People, communication, process 

rigor map to product and 
organizational dynamics

Alistair Cockburn

Source: Ashmore and Runyan (2015:51).
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ment significantly mitigates the risk of product fail-
ure (Convertino and Frishberg 2017:35-36).

In agile methodology, there is a clear orientation to-
wards creating a self-organizing and self-disciplin-
ing team. Project groups are usually small and have 
a flat, non-hierarchical structure. Respect for the indi-
vidual and their competence is emphasized. All team 
members should feel responsible for the project and 
are kept informed about the work of the other partic-
ipants in daily meetings. Sometimes, they take over 
each other’s functions. They are also able to admon-
ish a manager (courage is one of the five basic values 
of the SCRUM related methodology). This emphasis 
on individual creativity makes it harder to introduce 
agile methodologies in the collectivist and conform-
ist cultures of the East (Ramesh et al. 2017:215).

When analyzing the use of agile methods in Big Data 
projects, the author advises the selection of omni-
buses rather than narrow specialists for inclusion 
in teams (Jurney 2014:24-25). The former are able to 
undertake various tasks and communicate more ef-
ficiently with the team. He stresses that, as creative 
workers, they deserve working conditions that allow 
them to focus their attention and utilize their special 
working conditions. Agile is also referred to as a so-
cial movement aimed at creating a good, adaptable 
working environment that is able to provide inno-
vative products. The contention in agile textbooks 
that APM (adaptive project management) supports 
artists, not managers, is important from the point of 
view of our analysis (agile sectors involving artists).

Agile Methodologies and Creative 
Industries

Agile methodologies have been developed based 
on the experience of the IT sector and specifically 

for its management. In 2018, Papadakis and Tsironis 
analyzed 71 projects, and only four concerned other 
sectors (the service sector and the construction in-
dustry). Kiril Angeuelov (2019) writes about the use 
of agile methodologies in management in public ad-
ministration and university classes.

 Meanwhile, the creative sector has started to advo-
cate more vocally, though still modestly, the use of 
agile methodologies citing their prospective ben-
eficial influence. Managers and researchers who 
have followed computer game developers, who are 
most closely related to the IT sector, have already 
amassed some experience. Damian Hodgson and 
Louise Briand (2013) have analyzed a Canadian 
computer game studio. All 12 team members—di-
rectors, producers, game designers, leaders, pro-
gramers, artists, and animators—were interviewed. 
Several months of participatory observation took 
place during scrums, sprint reviews, brainstorming 
sessions, poker planning sessions, et cetera. They 
regularly stressed the group’s egalitarian and dem-
ocratic structure, but the real challenge proved to be 
eradicating former power structures and stronger 
decision-making centers in the group. An import-
ant observation articulated by several members of 
the group was that “artists aren’t agile.” Artists and 
animators failed to work at the pace set by the group 
and refused to meet some of its demands.7 Certain-
ly, apart from strong creative personalities, the spec-
ificity of creative work was at play. As the manager 
said, in programing everything is Cartesian, but in 
art, there are days when you are inspired and days 
when you are not—it is difficult to manage and di-
rect it. Artists were therefore excluded from at least 

7 In fact, issues involving the retention of individual creativ-
ity and some artistic freedom need to be addressed in the 
course of the process of designing agile methods for creative 
sectors.
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a few agile methodologies and procedures, includ-
ing tracking tasks and poker planning; they were 
limited to asking general questions about progress 
and proposing possible assistance. The authors con-
clude that the work of aesthetic and symbolic na-
ture is relatively resistant to control practices even 
in flexible methods such as agile methodologies, not 
to mention the former cascade management models. 
They pointed out that there is an urgent need for ex-
tensive and critical research into the control of such 
projects.

Thomas Paris and Sihem Ben Mahmoud-Jouini 
(2019) conducted research in 42 companies oper-
ating in 12 sub-sectors of creative industries. In-
terviews, observations, analysis of archival docu-
ments, and conference materials made it possible 
to identify challenges in project management in 
these sectors: a high degree of uncertainty as to the 
audience’s product perception and acceptance; the 
need to combine freedom and intuition of creation 
with economic and market analyses; the initial 
multitude and diversity of ideas that must be con-
centrated in one particular product; the diversity 
of actors involved in the project—strong person-
alities that require a wide range of autonomy and 
freedom, but also others seeking coordination and 
organization. 

Four practices have also been identified that make 
up the creative process in the projects of companies 
operating in creative sectors: inspiration consisting 
in immersing oneself in environments different 
from one’s own, contact, and conversation with peo-
ple operating in different fields; framing the idea into 
a compact form in order to outline the direction in 
which it will be developed; creating a prototype by 
transforming the idea into a material reality (sce-
narios, scripts, models depicting the structure); vali-

dation through selecting, modifying, or rejecting the 
inadequate parts (often after consulting the team) 
of fragments. The authors point out that in creative 
sectors these four practices do not occur sequential-
ly (although they are arranged in a logical sequence 
of consequences and in other types of projects this 
sequence may occur), but they may take place in dif-
ferent combinations. Citing the mismatch between 
the linear management model and “creative proj-
ects,” researchers suggest that agile methodologies 
are suitable. At the same time, they formulate some 
recommendations regarding the challenges faced 
by managers.

Thomas Paris, Gerald Lang, and David Masse (2020) 
analyze the distinct nature of creative industries 
using the example of the perfume sector. They in-
troduced the concept of “contextual creativity,” 
a course of creative creation and its effect depends 
on the environment in which an individual oper-
ates. The group management style is very important 
here.

Kiril Angeuelov (2019) analyzes the applicability of 
the principles contained in the “agile manifesto” to 
individual creative sectors. Thus, the assumption 
of; 1) achieving customer satisfaction through early and 
continuous software delivery is possible in the case 
of advertising and architecture, where there is the 
greatest probability of discrepancies materializ-
ing between the customer’s vision and the work of 
the team; 2) frequent software delivery is possible in 
the case of archival and library projects; 3) frequent 
response to changes in customer requirements is most 
probable in architecture, advertising, and in some 
cultural sectors; 4) cooperation between business 
stakeholders and developers during the project, that is, 
clients and experts, is most probable in advertis-
ing, design, and architecture; 5) support, trust, and 
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motivation of employees—correspond to all sub-sec-
tors, although as mentioned above—it is particu-
larly problematic in teams composed of renowned 
artists; 6) enabling face-to-face interaction is possible 
in any CI team, especially since it is usually not fre-
quent or invasive; 7) operating software as a measure of 
progress is possible in architecture and advertising; 
8) constant pace of progress of the project is linked to 
motivation, the author does not mention the diffi-
culties associated with the irregular and “volatile” 
nature of artistic work, but certainly this difficulty 
is present in many subsectors; 9) focus on technical 
details that support agility—this is essential in archi-
tecture and interior design; 10) simplicity—this is 
the most difficult principle to apply in the creative 
sectors—the products produced in these sectors are 
not (according to the author) the result of simplici-
ty in the manufacturing process; 11) self-organizing 
teams creating specific architectures, requirements and 
designs—here the author notes that although such 
organizational independence of the group is pos-
sible (again) in architecture, design, or advertising, 
in the sphere of culture the role of leader is indis-
pensable (orchestra conductor, director in a film or 
theater); 12) regular reflection on efficiency is possible 
in architecture and design, and hindered in archi-
tecture where there are precise legal requirements 
and limitations, also in cultural sectors where the 
creators are guided by other values other than eco-
nomics. Angeuelov’s analysis, therefore, showed 
the relevance of agile principles in creative sector 
projects: in some of them, they are totally relevant, 
while in others they are only partially relevant (ar-
chitecture, media, and culture).

Conclusion

These few works concerning the application of ag-
ile methodologies in project management in cre-

ative sectors clearly indicate their adaptation to the 
specifics or distinct nature of this type of complex 
creative process. Becker’s Art Worlds portrays the 
characteristics of some creative sectors (without 
using this name) and outlines the need for an ex-
traordinary and flexible approach to management. 
It is certainly worthwhile to develop or create agile 
methodologies for CI projects with respect to their 
specific challenges. 

Symbolic interactionists emphasize the importance 
of entering roles in an efficient manner and the abil-
ity to anticipate other people’s behavior in a team, 
which was perfectly illustrated by G. H. Mead 
(1934:256) in his example of playing baseball:

The very organization of the self-conscious commu-

nity is dependent upon individuals taking the at-

titude of the other individuals. The development of 

this process, as I have indicated, is dependent upon 

getting the attitude of the group as distant from that 

separate individual—getting what I have termed 

“generalized other.” I have illustrated this by the ball 

game, in which the attitudes of a set of individuals 

are involved in a cooperative response in which the 

different roles involve each other. In so far as a man 

takes the attitude of one individual in the group, he 

must take it in its relationship to the action of the oth-

er members of the group; and if he is fully to adjust 

himself, he would have to take the attitudes of all in-

volved in the process. The degree, of course, to which 

he can do that is restrained by his capacity, but still 

in all intelligent processes we are able sufficiently to 

take the roles of those involved in the activity to make 

our own action intelligent.

These methodologies are smart, or agile, to put it 
differently. Mead perfectly portrays the ideal type of 
management in a self-organizing group attempting 

The Interactive Dimension of Creating Cultural Artifacts Using Agile Methodologies
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to achieve a single purpose and presents an ideal 
understanding and the responsible attitude shown 
by its team members. This ideal is desirable in the 
creative sectors, but it is not always achievable be-
cause the varying dynamics of work in artistic cre-
ation must be factored into the equation. 

Theoreticians in agile methodologies mention the 
possibility of individual team members chang-
ing roles. Symbolic interactionist Ralph H. Turn-
er (1990:88) wrote about role changing, which he 
defined as: “change in the shared conception and 
execution of typical role performance and role 
boundaries.” New roles can be created or disap-
pear, they can change quantitatively or qualita-
tively by reinterpreting their meaning (Turner 
1990:88). Many modifications of social roles are 
caused by social changes over time and that is the 
nature of participation in projects now managed 
in a new way.

Transparency in the decision-making process and 
participation in management are other agile as-
sumptions, which at the same time suggest an anal-
ogy to acting in the open context of consciousness 
described by Glaser and Strauss (1967). Such a sit-
uation of non-hierarchical creation of cultural ar-
tifacts in creative sector companies is what Blumer 
(1969:18) refers to as joint actions. In such an interac-
tive chain, there is a characteristic division of labor 
as noted by the author. A mature theory of symbolic 
interactionism can help practitioners of agile meth-
odologies comprehend the processes taking place in 
observed or coordinated groups. Reading numerous 
social studies based on the meta-theory of symbolic 
interactionism can also provide interesting exam-
ples of problematic situations and their solutions. 
Grounded theory methodology inspired by inter-
actionism can provide valuable lessons regarding 
theoretical concepts that can be used immediately 
in project management strategic planning.
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